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HARVESTING PERFORMANCE
MacDon is a world leader in technology, innovation, and manufacturing of high performance 
harvesting equipment. Our products are distributed and supported worldwide, from centres in 
Canada, The United States, Australia, and Russia. Our relentless pursuit for improvement is driven  
by the desire to make harvesting easier and more productive for farmers. 

We work directly with producers and custom harvesters like you to design, develop, and test our 
machines in the most demanding field conditions around the world. That’s our way of ensuring that your 
MacDon-built equipment will deliver worry-free harvesting performance. We are proud of our worldwide 
reputation of excellence and take our position as The Harvesting Specialists seriously; because at the end 
of the day, our equipment is harvesting the crops that help producers feed the world. 
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25 YEARS OF DRAPER TECHNOLOGY FOR COMBINES

FD75 FLEXDRAPER® 12

D65 DRAPER HEADERS 14

It is often said that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. As the 
pioneers of our patented FlexDraper® technology, we are indeed 
flattered – and thankful – that producers and custom harvesters have 
made the MacDon designed and built Flex and Rigid Drapers their 
first choice for harvest headers.

Our recognition as leaders of combine draper technology began with 
listening to producers and finding out what the harvesting needs 
were. The outcome – the Model 960 – the first production MacDon 
draper head for combines released in 1989. This innovation was 
followed by the 972 Harvest Header in 1998, gaining everyone’s 
attention with the ability to cut low to the ground with advanced 
flotation technology. As combines were getting larger so was the 
demand for wider harvesting equipment. We responded in 2003  

with the release of the 973 Rigid Draper and the revolutionary new 
974 FlexDraper® – the first flexible draper available to the market, in 
9.1m and 10.9m widths. Our headers got even wider in 2004 with the 
release of the 12.2m MacDon draper headers. Combine productivity 
was about to take another leap forward in 2008, with the release of 
the D Series heads. Available in both a rigid and flex designs, now 
capable of providing up to 13.7m of harvesting productivity. 

Our success drives us to continuously set ambitious goals… like taking 
the two best-in-class draper platforms and making them even better. 
The only way was to do what we always do, ask growers and contract 
harvesters like you, “How can we do this better?” Your answers resulted 
in over 30 improvements that make our 5 Series Flex and Rigid Drapers 
simpler, stronger, and more productive than ever before.
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THAT'S THE ADVANTAGE OF OUR PATENTED DRAPER PLATFORM. 
The most efficient way to harvest a crop into a combine is heads first. Conventional auger 
header platforms have the disadvantage of a “dead triangle” between the reel and the 
auger. This dead triangle is an area where crop can hesitate moving into the combine 
causing bunching and plugging. MacDon Draper Headers don't suffer from this problem 
common with auger platforms. 

Conventional 
Auger Headers

DEAD TRIANGLE
       CROP FLOW

          CROP FLOW

MacDon  
Draper Headers

SMOOTH, CONSISTENT, HEADS-FIRST FEEDING
NO DEAD TRIANGLE
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FLIP-OVER REEL DESIGN  
MacDon's patented PR15 pick-up reel has been 
engineered to deliver optimal performance. 
With unique flip-over movement, our reel 
fingers aggressively grab to pick up crop; once 
it's up, the flip-over motion gives way and 
gently releases the crop to the side drapers. 
This results in the best pick-up action and crop 
recovery in the industry. Along with 4 cam 
positions and fore-aft header tilt control, this 
reel can be adjusted to meet the most 
demanding harvest conditions.

MINIMAL SEED LOSS 
The advanced feed draper sealing design 
provides an exceptional seal between the 
drapers and the front rock sump and poly pan 
area, resulting in more seed making its way 
into the combine.

ROCK SUMP 
A large rock trap in front of the feed draper 
helps to collect rocks and prevent damage.

ACTIVE CROP FLOW ENSURES SPEED AND EFFICIENCY 
With MacDon Draper Headers crop is gently placed on the 1057mm wide  
side drapers heads-first, allowing it to move smoothly and efficiently onto the 
2000mm wide feed draper. This type of feeding ensures smooth active crop 
flow, even in less than ideal conditions like short crops, lodged crops or mixed 
standing and lodged. Heads-first feeding promotes peak combine efficiency, 
saving fuel, improving threshing action, chopper straw distribution and 
allowing for an overall quicker harvest.

SIDE DRAPERS 
(1057mm WIDE) CROP  

FLOW

CROP  
FLOW

CROP  
FLOW

CROP  
FLOW

CROP  
FLOW

FEED DRAPER 
(2000mm WIDE)
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AGGRESSIVE  
REEL FINGER 

ACTION  
PICKS UP 

CROP

SMOOTH  
FLIP-OVER  
FINGER  
ACTION  
GENTLY  
RELEASES  
CROP

FLIP-OVER REEL FINGER  
MOVEMENT AND  
CROP FLOW

CROP FLOW



LATERAL AND VERTICAL FLOAT

GROUND FOLLOWING FLOAT 
This specially designed adapter allows you to easily mount MacDon  
Draper Headers to most major brand combines. This amazing piece of 
equipment is the key to MacDon's Active Float System. Two sets of coil  
springs support about 90-97% (depending spring adjustment) of the  
header weight, allowing MacDon Drapers to FLOAT over rolling and  
uneven terrain. Active Float means INSTANT FLOAT-RESPONSE over  
all kinds of ground conditions, with 4.8° of lateral and 178mm  
of vertical float independent of the combine feeder house.

No matter the  
colour, our Adapter is 

designed to fit most 
current model 

combines.
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178mm OF VERTICAL FLOAT

 HEADER SIZE LATERAL FLOAT
 9.1m 41.1cm
 10.6m 50.5cm
 12.2m 54.9cm
 13.7m 61.7cm

4.8° OF LATERAL FLOAT

AUTOMATIC HEADER HEIGHT AND IN-CAB CONTROL  
OF THE HEADER CUTTING ANGLE
Now standard features on all 5 Series Drapers. Automatic header height 
control works with the combine allowing the operator to choose ground 
pressure, cutting height and fore-aft header tilt from the operator's seat. 
When used together with optional stabilizer wheels, it  allows for 
automatic cut heights from 30mm to 560mm. 

SKID SHOES  
6 per on 9.1-13.7m, 4 per on 
7.6m Draper Headers.

GROUND PRESSURE INDICATOR

HEADER CUT ANGLE INDICATOR

CUT HEIGHTS AND ANGLE

6°6°
6°

30mm-55mm No Skid Shoes. 40-140mm With Skid Shoes. 120-560mm  
With Stabilizer Wheels.



THE PATENTED FLEXING ACTION  
OF THE MACDON FD75 FLEXDRAPER®

Imitated but never duplicated, the MacDon FD75 FlexDraper® is a 
floating, three-section flexible header with a split reel allowing the entire 
header frame, cutter bar and reel to follow ground contours as a unit - 
while maintaining the small, consistent reel to cutter bar relationship 
allowing smooth crop flow into the combine. This unique three-section 
design allows for 245mm of flex from both ends. Combined with our 
Active Float System providing an additional 4.8° lateral and 178mm 
vertical float, the MacDon FD75 provides up to 13.7m of true ground 
following harvest performance.

ACTIVE VS. REACTIVE FLOAT RESPONSE

The auto-header-height-control on combines is a reactive 
system, meaning that it needs time to "react" to changing 
ground conditions. For example if it takes 1 second to react,  
at 10km/h you will have already traveled 2.5m. This lag may 
cause the header to get caught up on uneven terrain making  
for uneven cutting and/or unnecessary dirt ingestion. The  
Active Float System of the MacDon Adapter allows for instant 
response over all kinds of ground conditions.

With INSTANT  
FLOAT RESPONSE.

MACDON

Relying only on the REACTIVE 
auto-header-height-control may 
result in a delayed response. 

OTHERS
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GREAT PERFORMANCE IN OILSEED RAPE 
MacDon's automatic header height control and optional stabilizer wheels give you full 
control in oilseed rape; our drapers quickly and easily convert into the ultimate tool for  
your oilseed rape harvest. HERE'S HOW WE DO IT...

  HYDRAULIC VERTICAL KNIVES 
The vertical knives allow the header to move quickly through the crop even when 
tangled, with virtually no shatter loss. The hydraulic driven knife speed can be adjusted 
to match the harvesting conditions. Quick latches and hydraulic couplers allow for easy 
mounting of the vertical knives.

  UPPER CROSS AUGER 
Attached in front of the back tube, the upper cross auger helps ensure smooth 
consistent crop flow of heavy, bushy, hard to feed crops like oilseed rape. 

  REEL PERFORMANCE  
Our reel runs completely above the 1057mm wide side drapers to minimize shatter 
loss, the unique movement of our flip-over reel promotes smooth, gentle crop flow.

  OUTSTANDING HEADER SEALING FOR OILSEED RAPE 
Designed specifically for small grains like those of oilseed rape, our side draper,  
feed draper, and feed drum seals are remarkable. Working together these seals  
provide crop retention like no other to maximize yield.

1

4

2 & 3

1

2

3
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FROM WHEAT TO OILSEED RAPE IN MINUTES
With MacDon Draper Headers, going from your cereal crops to your rape seed fields is as simple as 1, 2, 3. 

1. Unlatch the front divider cones, and easily stow them away onto the inside back of the headers endshields.

2. Mount the vertical knives and secure them into place with our easy latch system. 

3. Attach hydraulic lines for the vertical knives to the adjustable drives using quick hydraulic couplers.
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RELIABLE CUTTING QUALITY
MacDon Draper Headers feature a self-contained hydraulic system that  
runs the knife and drapers. Not relying on combine hydraulics minimizes 
complications that may occur during operation. The 5 Series Flex and Rigid 
Draper hydraulics have proven reliability and feature industry leading  
hydraulic hoses, couplers, and fittings. 

A CONSISTENTLY CLOSE SHAVE
MacDon’s exclusive C-shaped cutter bar design  
not only allows cutting at ground level (minimum 
30mm) for the most consistently close shave of 
your fields; it also reduces debris ingestion into 
drapers and aids with crop recovery. 

WOBBLE BOX – ROBUST POWER AND PROVEN RELIABILITY 
MacDon Draper Headers feature a highly efficient hydraulically-driven  
mechanical knife drive system. Featuring MacDon's exclusive enclosed  
oil bath with 76mm stroke WOBBLE BOX. 

Additionally the hydraulic knife reverser feature is now standard and sickle  
speed can be adjusted to match harvesting conditions (76mm knife stroke,  
Single Knife 1200-1280 strokes/min, Dual Knife: 1200-1340 strokes/min).

WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH,  
THE TOUGH KEEP CUTTING
Most combine headers perform well in perfect harvesting conditions. MacDon 
Flex and Rigid Draper Headers are designed to maximize productivity in the 
most challenging harvest conditions. We achieve this by building our machines 
with the upmost strength and durability in mind. Using only the highest quality 
building techniques and components, we ensure that your MacDon-built 
equipment will deliver worry-free harvesting performance. 
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CUTTER BAR PLASTIC WEAR STRIPS 
For muddy harvesting conditions, or crops like soybeans, rice, lentils, and 
edible beans, poly skids guide the cutter bar over the ground, and reduces the 
likelihood of mud build-up. Standard on most D and FD Series.

STUB GUARDS  
Stub guards mount directly to the cutter bar to improve cutting performance in 
tough, stringy, crops like grass seed or edible beans that need to be cut close to 
the ground. Optional on D Series and not available for all sizes.

STABILIZER WHEELS 
Spring loaded wheels help cushion the 
ends of the header as it moves through 
fields. This option allows for a cutting 
range of 120 to 560mm.

SLOW SPEED TRANSPORT 
This option allows for transportation of the 
header at road speeds up to 40km/h.

Both are optional on 9.1m and larger  
D and FD Series headers.
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"  WITH MY MACDON WE WERE ABLE TO DO THE 
ENTIRE HARVEST WITHOUT HAVING TO BACK UP."

         Sébastien Prestat, Chesley, Aube, France
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THE ULTIMATE 2-IN-1 HEADER 
The FD75 FlexDraper® switches easily from flex to 
rigid application with the quick flip of a lever.  
This amazing feature allows the FD75 to provide 
outstanding performance in just about any crop 
and under any ground condition. Available in 9.1m 
to 13.7m widths, making this the most productive 
Draper Header that MacDon has ever produced. 

TRUE FLEXDRAPER® NO COMPROMISE
The MacDon FD75 FlexDraper® is the latest innovation of our patented FlexDraper technology.  
Delivering smooth, consistent, heads-first feeding, and up to 13.7m of true ground following 
characteristics that significantly boosts combine productivity. 

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS:
★  Can be easily and quickly locked into rigid configuration.

★  Conforms to the ground using minimal ground pressure with MacDon's Active Float System.

★  Automatic header height control works with the combine allowing the operator to choose 
ground pressure, cutting height and fore-aft header tilt from the operator's seat. Used together 
with optional stabilizer wheels allows automatic cut heights from 30mm to 140mm in flex 
mode and 30mm to 560mm in rigid mode. 

★  The patented flip-over action of our reel promotes smooth crop flow.

★  Draper and feed drum seals provide crop retention like no other draper to maximize yield. 

★  Featuring the proven durability of the MacDon WOBBLE BOX drive, the hydraulic knife drive 
enables adjustments to the sickle speed based on specific harvesting conditions.

★  Spare knife storage is now provided on 12.2m and 13.7m double knife headers.

★  Improved hydraulics with knife reverser and precise draper speed control.

FD75 FLEXDRAPER® SPECIFICATIONS
Size 30 ft (9.1 m) 35 ft (10.6 m) 40 ft (12.2 m) 45 ft (13.7 m)

Weight *  - Single Knife Drive 6746 lb (3060 kg) 7167 lb (3251 kg) 7589 lb (3442 kg) -

Weight *  - Double Knife Drive - - 7789 lb (3533 kg) 8218 lb (3728 kg)

Knife: Type / Drive / Speed / Guards Single or double knife / Hydraulic, MacDon design enclosed oil bath WOBBLE BOX(es) / 1050 to 1400 SPM, varies depending on header size / Pointed DHT  
(double heat-treated), strong, mud resistant profile

Reel: Type / Drive / Speed / Fingers Model PR15 pick-up reel, 2-piece (double), flip-over design, cam-leading finger control / Hydraulic / 0 to 67 RPM varies depending  
on combine model / 11 in (279 mm) length, wear-resistant HD plastic, 6 in (152 mm) spacing

Conveyor: Type / Drive / Speed 41.6 in (1057 mm) width, reversible 24 oz (680.4 g) rubber skim-coated drapers, double V-guide with tracking, integral seal on leading edge / Hydraulic / 0 to 464 ft/min

Standard Features Adapters for most current model combines, hydraulic fore-aft reel positioner, hydraulic header tilt, cutter bar poly wear plates, auto-header height with header 
angle and ground pressure indicators

Field Installed Options Upper cross auger recommended for tall bushy crops, stabilizer wheels, slow-speed transport with stabilizer wheels and other specialty option kits
*  Please note: All listed weights are approximations and will vary depending on header configuration. Check with your dealer for combine ratings.  
Weight includes CA25 Combine Adapter. The CA25 Combine Adapter weighs approximately 2050 lb (930 kg); this number varies by combine model.
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" WE SAW COMBINING CAPACITY INCREASE BY 
300% IN PEAS WITH THE MACDON D SERIES."
        Jes Hansen, Tyneholme Estate, Suffolk, England
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THE ULTIMATE IN DRAPER PERFORMANCE
The MacDon D65 Draper Header is designed to deliver outstanding straight cut performance, 
especially when faced with tough harvesting conditions. Low podding, downed, tangled,  
or even lodged crops; whatever the harvesting situation the MacDon D65 Draper Header 
excels. Combining or windrowing, the D65 is a true multi-crop harvesting solution. This “Can 
Do” attitude delivered with MacDon reliability and performance, is the reason why MacDon 
Draper Headers are a great fit for so many of today's operations. 

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS:
★ Follows the ground using minimal ground pressure with MacDon's Active Float System.

★  Automatic header height control works with the combine allowing the operator to choose 
ground pressure, cutting height and fore-aft header tilt from the operator's seat. Used together 
with optional stabilizer wheels allows automatic cut heights from 30mm to 560mm. 

★  The patented flip-over action of our reel promotes smooth crop flow.

★  Draper and feed drum seals provide crop retention like no other draper to maximize yield. 

★  Featuring the proven durability of the MacDon WOBBLE BOX drive, the hydraulic knife drive 
enables adjustments to the sickle speed based on specific harvesting conditions.

★  Spare knife storage is now provided on 12.2m and 13.7m double knife headers.

★  Improved hydraulics with knife reverser and precise draper speed control.

DOUBLE AGENT
MacDon’s D65 Draper Headers can be used for direct 
cutting with most current model combines using the 
CA25. The D65 can also be used with MacDon 5 Series 
Windrowers for swathing canola, forage, and other 
specialty crops. Available in both single and double knife 
versions and in widths from 7.6m to 12.2m.

D65 DRAPER HEADER SPECIFICATIONS
Size 25 ft (7.6 m) 30 ft (9.1 m) 35 ft (10.6 m) 40 ft (12.2 m) 45 ft (13.7 m)

Weight *  - Single Knife Drive 3667 lb (1660 kg) 4370 lb (1981 kg) 4808 lb (2181 kg) 5197 lb (2352 kg) -

Weight *  - Single Knife Drive w/CA25 Combine Adapter 5717 lb (2590 kg) 6420 lb (2911 kg) 6858 lb (3111 kg) 7247 lb (3282 kg) -

Weight *  - Double Knife Drive 3872 lb (1753 kg) 4812 lb (2178 kg) 5019 lb (2277 kg) 5704 lb (2593 kg) 5990 lb (2711 kg)

Weight *  - Double Knife Drive w/CA25 Combine Adapter 5922 lb (2683 kg) 6862 lb (3108 kg) 7069 lb (3207 kg) 7754 lb (3523 kg) 8040 lb (3641 kg)

Knife: Type / Drive / Speed Single or double knife (depending on size and application) / Hydraulic, MacDon design enclosed oil bath WOBBLE BOX(es) / Single knife 
windrower 1300 to 1500 SPM, double knife windrower 1500 to 1900 SPM, single knife combine 1050 to 1400 SPM, double knife combine 
1100 to 1700 SPM (speed varies depending on header size, faster knife speed on smaller headers or double knife headers)

Guard Types Available Pointed DHT (double heat-treated), pointed CH (case-hardened), stub SM (sheet metal hold-down, forged bottom guard),  
stub F (forged top and bottom)

Reel: Type / Drive / Speed / Fingers Model PR15 pick-up reel, 5 or 6 bat, 2 piece (double) or single, flip-over design, cam-leading finger control / Hydraulic / SP windrower 0 to 85 RPM, 
combine 0 to 67 RPM (varies depending on combine model) / HD plastic, 6 in (152 mm) spacing, 11 in (279 mm) length

Conveyor: Type / Drive / Speed / Delivery 41.6 in (1057 mm) wide 24 oz/sq.yr (680.4 g) rubber skim-coated drapers, reversible double V-guide with tracking, integral seal on leading  
edge / Hydraulic / SP windrower 0 to 742 ft/min, combine 0 to 464 ft/min / Mechanical or hydraulic deck shift (SP windrower only),  
opening width 60.6 in (1539 mm) to 76.7 in (1948 mm)

Field Installed Options Customized kits for crop, land, road and harvesting requirements: stabilizer wheels, transport package, upper cross auger, hydraulic header 
tilt (standard on combine configurations), cutter bar poly

*  Please note: All listed weights are approximations and will vary depending on header configuration. Check with your dealer for combine ratings.
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MacDon.com/World/UK.com 

Trademarks of products are the marks of their respective manufacturers and/or distributors. Prices, specifications and options subject to change 
without notice. Products subject to availability. Products featured may include available options. MD-0054A Part #147556


